What is Software Assurance?

Safety-critical systems must be supplied with strong assurance that they are, indeed, safe. Top-level safety goals are usually stated quantitatively--for example, "no catastrophic failure in the lifetime of all airplanes of one type"--and these translate into probabilistic requirements for subsystems, and hence for software. In this way, we obtain quantitative reliability requirements for software: for example, the probability of failure in flight-critical software must not exceed $10^{-9}$ per hour.

But the methods by which assurance is developed for critical systems are mostly about correctness (inspections, formal verification, testing etc.) and these do not seem to support quantitative reliability claims. Furthermore, more stringent reliability goals require more extensive correctness-based assurance. How does more assurance of correctness deliver greater reliability?

I will resolve this conundrum by arguing that what assurance actually does is provide evidence for assessing a probability of "possible perfection." Possible perfection does relate to reliability and has other attractive properties that I will describe. In particular, it allows assessment of the reliability of certain fault-tolerant architectures. I will explain how formal verification can allow assessment of a probability of perfection, and will discuss plausible values for this probability and consequences for correctness of verification systems themselves.
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